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Thanks for the ones attending today.
We had following action points to cover:
1. The task list was updated according to meeting discussions and decisions
2. Harri presented quickly the changes made within the JSON exercise and counter-gtee use case team
(G2.3)
- Latest version is available here yet it will need some work by Harri to get it applied with all latest changes
3. Laura has updated the Performance gtee case to new template with comments (G7.1)
- We discussed the changes needed for the base template and changed it accordingly and deemed task
G7.1 as done
4. Harri showed the status of the latest JSON schema version (G4 and G4.2)
- the schema is now fully covering the Excel sheet based semantic model structure yet it needs to be
updated with the latest base template changes by Harri
- schema work will continue after the summer holidays in the separate task force
5. Olli updated shortly counter-gtee case team’s discussions from a separate meeting from the previous
week (G5)
- the team has used even the JSON model from the beginning
- assumption of the two instance approach seem to work, yet the work needs to be continued after the
holidays
6. Riitta and Gunnar have had a separate discussion on the customs gtees (G8)
- Riitta will arrange a follow-up meeting after holidays
7. Trade Finance Global fireside interview has been published and therefore the task G13 was changes as
“done”
8. Harri informed that Anna will start working with the German Trade Finance Working Group gtee use case
samples document (G14.1) to map the cases to our model
- Seija and Laura were showing interest to join the work
9. We discussed today to restart the work as the gtee semantic model had its changes thanks to JSON work
(DC2.1)
- Harri and Saila will walk through the status on a separate meeting after holidays and before the common
meeting
11. See you on the 7th of September
- Happy holidays for all and thanks for the all work done so far!
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